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THE FRONTIER THESIS AND THE GREAT DEPRESSION
BY STEVEN KESSELMAN

There was a crisis in Americaat the end of the 1920's.The Crash
was only part of it, though the Depressionplayed a major r1le in its
reinforcement.It was a cultural crisis, and the economiccrisis served
only to confirmits existence. Basically, the idea was that the American way of life had reachedthe end of its road,that America'suniqueness was fast disappearing.WorldWar I not only killed progressivism
as a political and social movement, it destroyedthe whole notion of
the inevitable progressof mankind towards a better life. The effect
was delayed in Americaby the shaky prosperityof the 1920's,which
kept alive the hope that the old orderof capitalismand free enterprise
were leading Americatowards a utopian existence free from poverty
and want. There were those who saw beneath the surface, however,
and many of them left the country to establish colonies in societies
that were more openly decadent. Parrington, at the height of the
speculativeboom,characterizedthe modernage as one of "mechanistic
pessimism." "Emersonian optimism, .. . fullest expression of the ro-

mantic faith, is giving way to Dreiserianpessimism,and the traditional doctrineof progressis being subjectedto analysisby a growingskepticism.... [We] are in the way of repeatinghere the familiarhistory
of Europe, with its coercive regimentationsreproducedon a larger
scale and in a more mechanicalfashion. Once more a gloomy philosophy stands on the thresholdof the Americanmind."1 It was a basic
and far-reachingchange of mood, and coming at a time of great surface flamboyanceit forebodedill for the future.
Once the Depressionwas in full swing, the forebodingsbore fruit.
The twenties had provedthat the end of the XIXth century was not
the era of absolute plenitude; they showed that more could be expected. But now that image, too, was definitely shattered,and there
was a generalfear that the old way of life had outlived its usefulness.
This new economic crisis was unlike its predecessors,for it seemed
that not just one sector,but the whole structure,was breakingdown.
Despite Marx and Turnerand a host of others, most people saw that
Americancapitalism had continued to expand beyond 1900. People
came to expect better conditions,higher wages, greaterproductivity,
and more leisure. But now there were doubts. They began to wonder
1 VernonL.
Parrington,Main Currentsin AmericanThought (New York, 1930),
Vol. III, xix-xx. Published posthumously.
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whetherthe GreatDepressionwas merely a deep slump in the general
courseof the businesscycle or whetherit signaledthe end of the whole
system.
The Turnerthesis played a majorrole in this questioning.The end
of the physical frontier was the most prominent of a number of
frontier-typefactors that figuredin observationson the present and
future state of America.The other factors are of the frontiertype in
that they once representedareasof possibleexpansionfor the system.
Besides the land frontier, four economic "frontiers"can be distinguished.2There was, first of all, the technologicalfrontier, the idea
that the United States had been mechanizedas much as it possibly
could without further automation's causing greater unemployment
and generaleconomicstrain. The second,the productionfrontier,was
relatedto the first. It was the notion that America'sproductivecapacity had reachedthe point at which it was producingtoo much-that
the United States had moved from an economy of scarcity to an
economy of abundance.The third might be called the organizational
frontier, the idea that industrial and financial consolidation had
passed the point at which the old governmental attitudes toward
business ceased to be applicable.Finally, there was the population,
or fertility, frontier. The birth rate had declined; immigrationhad
been cut off; and the population of the United States, therefore,
would level off about 1940 or 1950. Othereconomicfrontierscould be
postulated: the saturation of foreign trade, the decline in overseas
credit, etc. These were frontiersonly in the most tenuous sense: that
they represented,when they were functioning, areas of growth and
expansionfor the economy.The passingof the land frontier,however,
posed a more significantquestion: if it had determinedthe character
of the Americannation and people, what would come now that it was
closed?This detachmentof the past from the present and future was
the most consequentialportion of the frontier thesis. "The factor of
time in American history," Turner asserted, "is insignificant when
comparedwith the factors of space and social evolution."8 Discounting the time factor in history profoundlyaffectedboth historiansand
social critics in the crisis years of the 1930's.
The First World War and the Great Depression reinforcedan
earlier demand, made during the ProgressiveEra, for a functional
historiographythat would bear on current concerns.It had always
been the responsibilityof those familiarwith the past to be skeptical
about the future. Their failure in two instances when it really

2 Three are suggestedin Dwight W. Michener,"'Economic
Repercussions'from
the 'Passingof the AmericanFrontier,'"Annalist,XLIV (Dec. 12, 1934), 853-854.
8 FrederickJackson Turner, "Problemsin American
History," The Signifiance
Sections
in AmericanHistory (New York, 1932), 183.
of
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mattered caused American historians to reevaluate their role in
society. Reinforcedby a smatteringof sociology and psychology,the
spokesmen for historical relativism decided that objective history
was not only nonutilitarian,but impossible.No person, they argued,
can divorce himself from his backgroundor from the events uppermost in the contemporaryworld; and it is precisely this fact that
makes the rewriting of history both necessaryand worthwhile.Carl
Becker called history "playing tricks on the dead." Charles Beard
talked of history as "an act of faith." James Harvey Robinson, who
had made the pre-warcall for a New History, found that the 1930's
would have a climate ripe for the fulfilling of his ideas. "Never
before,"he told the AmericanHistoricalAssociation,"hasthe historical writer been in a position so favorable for bringing the past into
such intimate relationswith the presentthat they shall seem one, and
shall flow and mergeinto our own personalhistory."4
The relativist position was not without its opponents.There were
those who asserted that it was far more dangerous,especially in a
time of crisis and uncertainty, than academic ivory-towerism.The
rejectionof impartialityin favor of a previouslyacceptedphilosophy
of history, they argued, taking the example of Germany and the
Soviet Union, transforms history from an instrument of social
enlightenmentinto a tool for social control and propaganda.5
Because of his sweeping generalizations,Turnerbecame a hero of
the relativists, although he himself would probably have argued
against abject surrenderto that form of relativism which leads to
subjectivism. It is not an author'spreconceptionsthat make rewriting worthwhile,after all, but the changingconsequencesof historical
events. Nevertheless,his versionof the Americanpast becamea major
prize in the historiographicaldebate.
Despite some forays into frontier criticism during the 1920's, at
the beginningof the next decade the Turnerthesis was still accepted
by many historians. Significantly, these historians were strongly
affected by the present-mindednessof the decade in general and by
the functional view, at the same time being urged upon American
historians,that history should be studied as relevant to currentproblems. It should not have been unexpected.For implicit in the Turnerian view of the past was an incipient generalizationabout the
characterof the future-that it would be different.One who accepted
the Turner thesis not only subscribedto an interpretation of the
4 J. H.
Robinson,"The Newer Ways of Historians,"AmericanHistoricalReview,
XXXV (January 1930), 255.
See, for example,TheodoreClark Smith, "The Writingof AmericanHistory in
Americafrom 1884 to 1934,"AmericanHistorical Review, XL (April 1935), 439449; and C. H. McIlwain,"The Historian'sPart in a ChangingWorld,"American
HistoricalReview, XLII (January 1937), 207-224.
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Americanpast, he also acceptedthe idea that the past was definitely
over: the frontierwas closed, and with it the first phase of American
history had ended.If you adoptedTurner'sideas, you could not avoid
the implication that the present was the beginning of a new era.
Indeed, the very usefulnessof the Turner thesis lay in the fact that
it told you somethingnot only about the past but about the present
as well.
Once the historianacceptedthe frontieras the determiningfactor
in Americandevelopment,he could not keep from adoptingat least a
quasi-functionalview of history, one that made the necessaryconnection between past and present, but from a perspectivedifferentfrom
that urged by the functionalists.The Americaof 1830 was different
from that of a century later. The Turnerthesis told the scholarwhy,
and with his special knowledgehe was forced to take on the added
role of social philosopher.Thus, when Robert E. Riegel began his
1930 volume on westwardexpansionwith the sentence, "The American frontier has been the most characteristicand vital of the forces
which have distinguishedthe developmentof the United States from
that of the Old World,"and when he concluded,"The frontierfactor
has disappearedfinally and absolutely,"he could not avoid taking
the next step. "Beneath ...

a sentimental regret for the passing of

the old West, lies a very real and perplexing problem. What now
happens to the restless, the discontented,the dissatisfiedand the unsuccessfulof the East who once moved West to start life anew?"6
FredericL. Paxson went several steps furtherthan Riegel in demonstration of the consequencesof Turnerismfor the historian. The
currentsplit in historicaltheory is evident in the opening paragraphs
of a series of lectureshe deliveredin 1929.Pulled from both sides, he
ends, as Turneriansmust, in the camp of the functionalists. "The
historianis not a prophet,"he begins, "andhas no business to act as
though he were one.... He knows that errorand ignoranceand preconceptionare the stumblingblocks of prophecy; but he knows also,
as a greatbiologisthas expressedit, that all the knowledgeany human
may possess about the future must be derivedfrom his knowledgeof
the past. And so I propose,hopefully as a human, but modestly as a
historian, to face the tremendousquestions of national character,of
national influence,of national destiny."7
Paxson then applies the Turnerthesis to an analysisof the American past. He findsthat in the XIXth century,when the South,because
6 R.

E. Riegel, AmericaMoves West (New York, 1930), 3, 562, 564. Riegel concludes that they can find outlets on the still extant frontiers of Alaska, etc., can
take up an adventurousoccupation,read western novels, or become hoboes.
7F. L. Paxson, When the West Is Gone (New York, 1941), 3-4.
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of cotton and slavery, and the East, becauseof cities and immigrants,
deviated from the traditionalAmericansystem of values, "the native
faith, so far as it survived, lasted best in what was still the West."8
But Paxson,like so many orthodoxTurneriansin the interwarperiod,
does find it necessaryto add an evisceratingepicycle onto the theory
in orderto make it relevant to the time in which he is diagnosingand
prognosticating.Two forceshave dominatedAmericanhistory. Onethe open frontier-was peculiarto the United States and was an important,but temporary,phenomenon.Its spirit is now competingwith
the second force, "accommodationto the environmentof the western
world."Again, the historianmust take the next step and considerthe
future. "Onequestionfor the future is not whetherwe may revive the
simplicitiesand cruditiesof a pioneercivilization,but ratherwhether
the residuumof our special history is to prevent a complete assimilation into the civilization of the western world or is merely to retard
the extension of that civilization over the United States."9 In other
words,will the United States be able to take its place in a worldcommunity and still resist the class warfarecharacteristicof comparable
nations? It will, becauseof its frontierexperience.10
Other Turneriansalso display a preoccupationwith present-day
problemsas a consequenceof their use of the thesis. CurtisNettels, a
student of Turner's,found a direct causal relationshipbetween the
closing of the frontier and the rise of the New Deal. The frontier,
Nettels wrote,had operatedas a safety valve. "Nowthat this automatic
adjusterdoes not operate,somethingmust be put in its place.Ruthless
competition must give way to an economic society so orderedas to
perpetuate at least a semblance of the democracyand opportunity
which werethe legacy of the processof occupationof unusedlands."1,
A. L. Burt, two years before Nettels, had lamented the end of American dynamismresultingfrom the passingof the frontier.But, because
of the momentumof its frontierexperience,the United States can now
enjoy "the fullness of life on a higher plane."12
A 1937 volume by Walter Prescott Webb is perhapsthe best example of the divergencefrom the function of the objective historian
that acceptanceof the Turnerthesis, in a climate of historiographical
schizophrenia,can cause.13Showing all the sectionalism,anti-urban0 Ibid., 134ff.
Ibid., 75.
Ibid., 115.
1 C. Nettels, "FrederickJacksonTurner and the New Deal," WisconsinMagazine of History, XVII (March 1934), in 0. LawrenceBurnette (ed.), Wisconsin
Witnessto Turner (Madison,1961), 50.
12A. L. Burt, "OurDynamic Society,"MinnesotaHistory, XIII (March
1932),
23.
13W. P. Webb, Divided We Stand: The Crisis a Frontierless
of
Democracy
(New York, 1937).
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ism, and anti-industrialismthat can possibly exist in a Turnerian,
Webb abdicatedthe role of the historianin favor of that of the pamphleteer. He took Robinson'sdictum about using history to promote
reform and carriedit to an extremeby writing a polemic rather than
a work of history which merely points the way. Because he is dealing
as much with the present and future as with the past, Webb finds it
necessaryto impose his own unity on recent historical events.14He
finds two forces operatingin Americanhistory. The frontier worked
for democracy,but the most significantthing about it is that it is no
longer functioning.Historians,however,have been too wrappedup in
the past to have noticed; "they have not told us, at least not emphatically, that the absence of the frontier tends as surely through
undernourishmentto destroy those things that its existence stimulated."15 The usefulnessof the frontiertheory, it will be remembered,
is that it tells you something about the present: that the frontieris
not aroundany more. Webb, therefore,has to find the force currently
operating, and, as an opportunist,he wants to find it before it, too,
has run its course.
This other force-an antidemocraticone-Webb finds in the rise
of the modernAmericancorporation.The growth of monopoly-that
is, the actual abandonmentof laissez-faire-has forced the government to abandonthe principle of laissez-fairein orderto preservea
democracysuitable to an industrial era. "Democracyof the frontier
type must give way in both cases.""Democracycould function under
[frontier] conditions, even an extreme democracy, not because it
solved problems,but becauseit seldomhad to meet them.... If this
be true, then the closing of the frontierbrought democraticAmerica
to the first test of its ability to govern,to solve problemsrather than
to enjoy an escape from them."16The national domain had been, in
effect, a form of relief. In 1933, the governmentwas merely facing
facts by substitutingnew formsof relief for the old.17
The functionalismof the Turnerians,it will be seen, is of an ambivalent variety. In the first place, it cannot be categorizedas historical relativism. The Turnerians'interpretationsof current problems
came from their acceptanceof a theory of Americanhistory, while
the opposite is the case of the deliberaterelativists, such as Turner's
critics CharlesBeard and Louis Hacker. The relativist's view of the
present determineshis view of the past, ratherthan conversely.Thus,
in trying to act as a true historian,using the past to look at the future,
the Turnerianis forced to act as a non-historian,reasoningfrom a
theory which he had not botheredto test. Psychologically,too, there
4 Ibid., 154-155.

16Ibid., 164, 167-168.

15Ibid., 158.
17Ibid.,175, 216.
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is an ambivalence. Turnerians do not like the postfrontier world.
Riegel refers to the "dull and monotonous business of living in a
machine civilization";18 Paxson, to "an increasingrigidity of life for
the ordinaryman .. and a waning of the old hope that the race is
growing better and that regenerationis to be anticipated." 9 Burt
commentsthat "we have becomepracticallythe slaves of a machinecontrolled society."20And Webb has an entire chapter about "the
Song of the Machine"and how it is used by the North to dominate
the South and West. On the other hand, there is endemicto Turnerians an almost pathetic optimism that America,strengthenedby its
frontierheritage,will alwaysbe able to overcomeits problems.Cheerful prognosticationsare tackedonto the gloomiestdiagnosesof American society. Paxson, Burt, and Webb, all affirmthat there is-there
must be-a way out. While the Turnerthesis played into the hands of
most of those who were trying to find that way out duringthe 1930's,
it is a demonstrationof its flexibilitythat it proveduseful to extremists from both sides of the political spectrum.
The Marxist,AnnaRochester,listed the unsettledWest as the cause
of delayed unionismin the United States and as the reasonthe U. S.
was the last major powerto enter imperialism,the last stage of capitalism.2 In 1932, some of America'smost prominentliterary figures
signed a pamphlet urging the nation's professionalworkersto vote
for Foster for presidenton the Communistticket. This was a special
crisis, they said, "characterizedby other than the usual cyclical
features."Westernundevelopedlands "areno more, there are no new
industriesin sight, home marketsare saturated,and the competition
for foreign markets is enormouslyaggravated."Americancapitalism
has at last begun to decay.22
It is importantto Marxist analysis that the Americanexperience
be made to fit into the over-all rise and fall of capitalism, and that
any deviationsfromthe prescribedcoursebe explainedby phenomena
that are only incidentalto the total picture.Thus, Lewis Coreynotes
that the American frontier was important only because it was in
Americaand because Americawas capitalistic.The frontier did give
class strugglesa peculiarlysectional character;the strugglebetween
industry and agriculturebecamea strugglebetween East and West.2
But its majorimportancelay in its having been one of the "long-time
18Riegel, op. cit., 565.
19Paxson, op. cit., 120.
2Burt, loc. cit., 13.
21Anna Rochester,Rulers of America (New York, 1936), 18, 29ff.
2 Culture and the Crisis (New York: Committee of ProfessionalGroups for
Foster and Ford, 1932), 7.
23L. Corey, The Decline of AmericanCapitalism (New York, 1934), 421-422.
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factors of economicexpansion.Exploitation of the inner continental
areas and resourcesquickenedthe tempo and enlargedthe economic
basis of Americancapitalist development.Without this, however,the
frontier would have been a totally differentthing, restrictedin scope
and results."24
Before the Civil War, Corey asserts, the frontier had the effects
Turnerascribedto it: a self-sufficingagriculture,which producedthe
standardversionof the Americandream.With the growthof industry
after the war, however, agriculture took on a colonial status, life
became more insecure, opportunity evaporated.But the dream persisted as "primarilya faith in mere materialprogress;its old cultural
promisewas destroyed."Prosperitysustainedit, but the final collapse
in 1929turnedit into a nightmare.It is the willingnessof the Turnerians to insulate themselves against the realities of the present that
Coreydislikes."The frontiercontributedto the shapingof the American dream; it contributedstill more to the developmentof capitalist
agricultureand industry, which reacted against the dream. Turner
and his successorswere not satisfied to considerthe influenceof the
frontier as temporaryand past, but projectedit into the future as a
'spirit'still animatingAmericanlife and creatinga new nationalunity.
But the frontier and the dream passed on; monopoly capitalism remains, with its class stratification,economic decline and crisis, and
reaction against the ideals of the Americandream."25 Like the antiTurnerianhistorians, who denouncedthe thesis because it produced
stagnation in Americanhistoriography,Corey blames it for the stagnation in American social thought, for creating an attitude which
refuses to come to terms with the present becauseit accepts an oversimplified,historically-basedpredictionabout the future.
The intellectual spokesmanfor Americanfascism was less critical
in his use of the frontier idea. In a 1932 volume, LawrenceDennis
proclaimedthat capitalism was dying of old age and that therefore
the business faith (laissez-faireliberalism) must be discarded.Capitalism and its faith could be sustained only in an era of national expansion. The function of the frontier, for Dennis, was to serve as a
stimulus for the creation of an insatiable demand which spurredon
the growth of industry. The First World War simulated the frontier
in this respect, but the crash ended its momentumonce and for all.28
The issue for Dennis, however,is not primarilyeconomicor political;
it is moral and spiritual. The deflation of the business ideal has left
a vacuum that calls for a reassertionof spiritualleadership.The need
is for an expansive spirit to fill the gap. "The arts of satisfying one's
24Ibid., 49.
25Ibid., 519, 518n.
" L. Dennis, Is
Doomed?
Capitalism
(New York, 1932), 9-10, 91-93.
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economicwants or of expressingone's self in the creation of beauty
are, in all essential respects, phenomenaof the emotions and not of
instrumentsof technique."27
The decline of the frontier spirit-the bankruptcyof the American dream-seems to have interested America'sextremists as much
as the economicfrontierdid. The Marxist and fascist views of history
were functionalisticones, as the historicalviews of revolutionariescan
only be. The frontierthesis was very useful to groupsof people proposing the necessityfor a new socialorder.An era, after all, had ended.
Less radicalobserversmade a similaruse of the thesis in advocating new departuresin the Americaneconomicsystem. Stuart Chase,
for instance, in a 1932 volume entitled A New Deal, arguedfor the
overthrowof the old conceptionof the economicsystem as an instrument for personal aggrandizementand its replacementby the view
that it is a social instrumentto be used for the benefit of everyone.
The old notion of laissez-faire and "produce, produce, produce"
workedwell when the United States had a continent to conquerand
when excess capacity and overproductionwere beyond the imaginations of most men. But now Americais fully built; the westernescapehatch "shut up shop forty years ago."28 Of all the factors of growth,
it was the closingof the frontierand the decliningbirth rate that were
most shattering. The frontier had "underwrittenour livelihood" '
and the birth rate had created the demand that was the spur to
industry. "Both the implications of the current depression,and the
historical position of the United States today, in respect to population and the passing of the frontier, call for a drastic change in our
economicsystem."80
Though the Malthusian formulamay have inspiredfear in those
who read Turnerat the end of the XIXth century and even in some
who reckoned with it in the XXth, the juxtaposition of the two
theories did not disturb Chase. While his books are studies of traditional capitalism in decay, he saw a road out. Population pressures
were down-Roosevelt could even talk of redistributingit over the
land-and Americawas now in an economyof abundance.There was
no question that the United States could support its
people-there
were surpluseseverywhere.The problemwas to get them distributed.
And for this, in a postfrontierworld,controlfrom the
top was needed.
GeorgeSoule, unlike Chase,found that the primarysignificanceof
the frontierhad been as a safety valve.31When the frontier was oD27Ibid., 316-317.
28S. Chase, A New Deal (New York,
1932), 67.
2 S. Chase, Governmentin Business
(New
York, 1935), 68.
30A New
Deal, 74, 153.
81G.
Soule, The ComingAmericanRevolution (New York, 1934), 96.
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erating, opportunitiesfor advancementdid exist; but it producedan
ideology which persistedafter the frontierwas closed and which now
is hamperinga realistic approachto current problems.If a frontier
of opportunitypersistedafter 1900,it was in the metropolitanregions
rather than on the farm; but now there are too many people in both
places.Capitalismhas run down.As the need for "calculatedresiliency
and balance"has becomemore and moreimperative,the structurehas
become more and more rigid. The capitalist regime has outlived its
usefulness,and it is time for a planned society to take its place. The
haphazardplanning and improvisationof the New Deal are only a
prelude.
The implications of the Turner thesis were shattering for conservative thinkers.HerbertHoover,for instance,objectedstrenuously
to the notion that the closing of the frontier meant the end of the
social usefulnessof ruggedindividualismand the beginningof a static
nation. "A declaredpart of the philosophyof those who object to our
Americansystem,"he wrote in 1934 and reiteratedseveral times during the decade, "is the notion that Americahas reached the end of
the road of economicdevelopment- the end of the road of progress.
We have been told that our industrial plant is built, that our last
frontier has long since been reached, and that our task is now not
discoveryor necessarilythe productionof more goods, but the sober,
less dramatic business of administering the resources and plants
alreadyin hand.... It is necessarilythe philosophyof decadence."32
There are other frontiersto conquer,frontiersof intellect, of science,
of invention.
Conservativeslike Hoover accepted the frontier concept in one
guise and rejected it in another. They acceptedits abstract,but not
its concrete,sense. Thus they could argue that the frontier (of land)
has closed, but that frontiers (in general) were still aroundand that
thereforeno substitute for them was needed. The more radicalpublicists took the frontierin its literal sense, as they thought Turnerhad
meant it: an actual frontierarea that affordedopportunitiesfor individual and collective economic expansion. Since this was the only
frontier they accepted, they were led to their assertions about the
end of growth.Hoover thought that the acceptanceof this notion was
producinga "moralrecessionin government."33He thought that sur82H. Hoover, The Challengeto Liberty (New York, 1934), 147-148. See also
H. Hoover, Addressesupon the AmericanRoad: 1933-1938 (New York, 1938), 15,
140, 342. Similar expressionsof concernamong business conservativesfor the possible harmfuleffects of the belief that there were no more frontiersmay be found
in Ralph E. Flanders,Platform for America (New York, 1936), ch. 6, and Ogden
L. Mills, LiberalismFights On (New York, 1936), 157.
3Addressesupon the AmericanRoad: 1983-1938, 342.
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renderingthe notion of progress,stressingthe absolute end of expansion, accepting the idea that the United States was now a static
nation, amounted to nothing more than defeatism. A nation cannot
move ahead,he said, unless it thinks it can.
The Turner thesis implied that the future would be different.
Those who accepted the economic implications of the thesis, as we
have seen above, assumed that that future had already arrived and
that from now on present conditions would persist. This idea permeated not only radical social philosophers,but the major figuresof
the New Deal itself. Though most of them were far more utopian on
paper than they were in practice,they all saw the necessity for substituting governmentfor the frontieras the preserverof opportunity
and the regulatorof economicbehaviorin a closedsystem.
If it is a defeatist attitude to assume that expansionis at an end,
the defeatismwas counterbalancedin the New Deal by a tremendous
optimism about the exciting possibilities of the new order. Henry
Wallace,for example,found that the heritage of the old pioneerswas
a bitter one: the ruggedindividualismand laissez-faireof the frontier
left wasted resources,mismanagedwealth, and millions of starving
people. The new frontier promisedto be a much more just and satisfying way of life. "Whatwe approachis not a new continent but a
new state of heart and mind resultingin new standardsof accomplishment. We must invent, build, and put to work new social machinery.
This machinerywill carry out the Sermon on the Mount as well as
the present social machinerycarriesout and intensifiesthe law of the
jungle."34 The end of westward expansion is one of a number of
factors that have finally affected America to such an extent that a
change in the rules of the economic game are needed. The government is to take an active role in forcingharmonyand balance among
the majoreconomicgroups.The old frontiergave Americanshope and
unity; it forced them to cooperate. Now the social invention, the
"beauty and justice and joy of spirit" of the new frontier will serve
the same purpose.
Harold Ickes called for a new kind of democracyto replace the
laissez-faire concepts of the frontier era: development of rational
governmentplanning for the commonwelfare definedas the greatest
good for the greatest number. "To put it into economic language,
planning should be for the consumer. ...

In the pioneer stages of

our developmentit was only natural that the emphasis should have
been on our productive activity rather than upon our interests as
consumers.In those times we producedwhat we could and consumed
34

Henry A. Wallace,New Frontiers (New York, 1934), 11.
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what we had. But in a day when there is plenty, when productionin
some directionsis being curtailedrather than expanded,we are in a
position to live lives of greater comfort and leisure."35 The major
problemof the New Deal was the distributionof the goods that the
frontierproduced.
This kind of thinking about the closing of the frontier,the end of
economicexpansion,and the consequentneed for, and possibilitiesof,
coordinatedplanning from above is pervasive in the thinking of the
New Deal and its leader.Furtherexampleswould serve no clear purpose. The idea of the frontierplayed other roles as well. Tugwell and
others talked about it in referenceto the wasteful extensive farming
of the United States. Roosevelt continuallytalked about interdependence and the need for learningto live togetherin a closedsociety. The
AgriculturalAdjustment Administrationadopted the frontier myth
of the ideal independenthomestead.Roosevelt'sconservationpolicies,
his ideas about the redistributionof population,and Ickes' and Wallace's talk of small agricultural-industrialcommunities-all show a
concernfor the old frontier.
There is, however,a far more fundamentalproblemin the relation
of the frontierthesis to the New Deal, and it involves the whole outlook of Roosevelt's first administration.There were basically two
parts to the Turnerthesis, it will be remembered.One part dealt with
its political and economic consequences;the social planners emphasized this section. The other part, stressedby the traditionalists,dealt
with its effectson the Americancharacter.Whetherthese effects were
real or imaginary,they posed a real problem,and they give a clue to
what the basis of the New Deal really was.
"Legislationis taking the place of the free lands as the means of
preservingthe ideal of democracy,"Turnerwrote in 1914."But at the
same time it is endangeringthe other pioneer ideal of creative and
competitive individualism.Both were essential and constituted what
was best in America'scontributionto history and to progress.Both
must be preservedif the nation would be true to its past and would
fulfill its highest destiny."86
It is the fundamentaldilemmaof industrialsociety that it wants
to stay democratic.Conservativeslike Hoover (they called themselves
the only true liberals) maintained that the basis of democracywas
liberty and that without economic liberty no other liberties were
possible.The choice seemedto be only between absolutefreedomand
85H. L. Ickes, The New
Democracy (New York, 1934), 142.
36F. J. Turner, "The West and American Ideals," in Frontier and Section:
SelectedEssays of F. J. Turner,ed. R. A. Billington (EnglewoodCliffs,N. J., 1961),

111.
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national regimentation.With the closingof the frontier,however,and
with the industrializationof society, the emphasis in liberal circles
changedfrom liberty, which they claimedcould not exist in an era of
economic integration, to equality in the form of economic security.
The emphasis switched from political democracy to economic democracy, for economic democracywas assumed to be an automatic
characteristicof the frontier era. The emphasis,then, switched from
individual rights to social rights and individual responsibility,from
independenceto interdependence.With the closingof the frontier,the
era of the self-made man came to an end. The question now was
whether industrial man could be free, as he was on the frontier, if
governmentincreasedits control of his life to make his expectations
more secure.
The issue in the New Deal was the reconciliationof the "rugged
individualism"characteristicof the frontierwith the kind of planned
and regulatedsociety necessitatedby the passingof that frontier.The
New Dealers found the reconciliationnot only impossible,but harmful. "Rugged individualism,"wrote Ickes, "does not mean freedom
for the mass of the people, but oppression.It implies the exploitation
of the many by the few.... It stands for the denial of social responsibility, the negation of the theory that the individual owes any duty
to the mass. ... It may be said that the more civilizedwe become,the
greater must be the restrictions imposed upon the liberty of the
individual for the commongood." 7 Donald Richbergcalled for "the
reconstructed individualist," the one who, while standing in the
American tradition, sees that a certain amount of management is
necessaryto preserveindividualism.38
Rugged individualism is largely the acquisitive and exploiting
instinct characteristicof a society whose future is boundless. Our
"historic" opportunity-the frontier-is gone, said Roosevelt, and
somethingmust take its place.39"Specifically,"Henry Wallace wrote
in 1934, "it becomes a modern duty to make individual and group
interests coincide."40 This social disciplineis to remaindemocraticby
educating people to submit to it "cheerfullyand willingly."Rexford
Tugwell observed that the time had come to realize that democracy
and individualrights were separable.41Individualrights are not capa-

87Ickes, The New
Democracy,32, 43.
88Testimony before Senate Finance Committee, quoted in C. A. Beard and
G. H. E. Smith, The Future Comes: A Study of the New Deal (New York, 1933),
147.
89FranklinD. Roosevelt, Looking Forward (New York, 1933), 30.
4
Wallace,New Frontiers,254.
41R. G. Tugwell, The Industrial Discipline and the GovernmentalArts (New
York, 1933), 114.
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ble of producinga workablesocial programbecause the individual is
not capableof getting alongby himself.What a non-expandingculture
needs is a balance of social institutions, and the ethos of competition
only disrupts the balance.2 As GeorgeSoule argued,real freedomis
not freedomfrom tyrannouscontrol, but freedomfrom an irrational
social order.48
This emphasis on the uniqueness of the postfrontier world, in
which problemscould no longer solve themselvesand in which a new
set of social values had to replacethe old individualisticones, brought
the New Deal close to a philosophyof moral relativism.There was a
certainamount of absolutismin its ends. Tugwell, for instance,talked
of the New Deal as an attempt to "rearrangesocial and economic
environmenton terms which will be satisfactoryto the generalethical
and moral sense." The faith of the New Deal was perhaps,he said,
"the good life." 4 But generally,the ends of the New Deal were easily
confused with means. Thurman Arnold gave the philosophy of opportunismits rationale.His concernis with the "real"world."So long
as preconceivedprinciplesare consideredmore importantthan practical results,the practicalalleviationof humandistressand the distribution of availablecomfortswill be paralyzed,"he arguedin 1935.45And
two years later: "The greatestdestroyerof ideals is he who believesin
them so stronglythat he cannot fit them to practicalneeds."46 Arnold
rejected absolutes because he thought that they prevent the accommodationof political action to humanneeds; yet that accommodation
could itself be regardedas an absolute.
This apotheosisof the possible was the anti-ideologythat excited
so many of the social scientists associated with the New Deal. In
pioneer days, Tugwell observes,the traditionalpicture of the American characterwas set up. "Virtue was made of self-dependence,of
patriarchalism,of handinessat all sorts of crafts; and these are still
regardedas virtues in a day of collectivism,of family decay,of narrow
specialization.We have not yet learned,as our ancestorsdid, to make
a virtue of necessity. This is perhapsour chief problem.For we have
freely tinkered with things and relationships; but we tolerate no
tinkering with comfortablerationales we once workedout to justify
42See Tugwell,The Battle for Democracy (New York, 1935), 37-38, 54-55, 319;
and Tugwell and Leon H. Keyserling (eds.), RedirectingEducation (New York,
1934), Vol. I, 52.
43G. Soule, A Planned Society (New
York, 1933), 182.
R. G. Tugwell, "The ProgressiveTradition,"Atlantic Monthly, CLV (April
1935), 415, 414.
45 T. W.
Arnold, The Symbols of Government(New Haven, 1935), 270.
46T. W. Arnold, The Folkloreof
Capitalism(New Haven, 1937), 393.
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and contain the old institutions."47Find out what you want, urges
Tugwell, and then prove that it is what you shouldhave.
The flirtation with relativism followed directly from the New
Dealers'attitude towardhistory. Their rejectionof precedentwas not
only a constitutionalissue, but a philosophicone as well. Their attitude toward history was basically negative. The United States, they
argued,has been too much concernedwith the past (reconstructingit)
and the present (retainingit) and has neglectedplanningfor a future
that would be different from both. "What the idea of a managed
society proposes,"wrote Tugwell, "is that the future usurp the functions of past and present in our thinking. We are to turn forward
instead of backward for our intellectual material .... The real busi-

ness of the modern intelligence would be to use such of past and
presentas seemedrelevantto the future and only that." 48 The relation
of all this to the apparent relativism and opportunismof the New
Deal is obvious. "Areour plans wrong?Who knows?Can we tell from
reading history? Hardly. The only way is to try and see, to test out
opinion in the press of actual events."49 And the Turnerthesis fitted
it all like a glove. The New Deal rejectedthe past; it saw itself as a
new beginning; and the Turnerthesis let it, for if there was one thing
that the Turner thesis told you about past Americanhistory, it was
that it was over. The New Deal wantedto rejectthe old ideologybased
on frontier values; it wanted to have no ideology at all; and the
Turner thesis let it, for it let you assume that nothing based on the
past was relevant.
The Turnerthesis had just begun to be seriouslychallengedwhen
its allegedconsequenceswere felt hard.The thesis played a majorrole
in the pervasive idea that the United States had finally reached its
peak, that it had stoppedexpanding,that the nation now had to work
in a closed and bounded system, and that the only possible future
growth would be in the direction of greater intensity within the
present industrial set-up. The system had lost its dynamism.There
was no longer a frontier to absorb all problems.There would be no
new departures, no revolutionary changes, only movements along
existing lines; and this kind of system requiredpositive governmental
action. Lewis Douglas'sannouncementin referenceto the gold standard-that its abandonmentsignaled the end of western civilizationis understandablein this light. Changingthe standardwas merely a
symbol-the last straw. It meant giving in, total surrenderto the idea
that the old way had disappearedand that a new set of values was
needed.
47Tugwell, RedirectingEducation, Vol. I, 5.
Ibid., 71-72.
49Tugwell,Battle for Democracy,71.

48
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This was the key. The liberals accepted the conclusion of the
Turnerthesis (that the first era of Americanhistory was over), while
the conservativesacceptedonly its body (that the frontierhad created
whateverwas peculiarto America).50The New Dealerswere thus put
into the ambiguousposition of totally rejectinghistory as irrelevant
on the basis of their acceptanceof an historicalhypothesis.They had
a sense of history, therefore,only in their sense that it could not be
appliedto the present,that everythingthat had been tried beforehad
failed to stop the declinebecauseit was based on the conceptionof an
America that no longer existed. Those New Dealers who were concerned with an historical justificationof their actions found a convenient anti-historicalrationalein the Turnerthesis.
Seen in this light-reduced to the historicalpreconceptionsof its
proponents-the controversyover whether the New Deal was conservative or radical seems not so difficult.In what it actually did, it
may have been conservative,not only because it aimed to save the
basic elements of the "Americanway of life," but also because what
it did just did not amountto that much: the great economicupheaval
never came. In outlook,however,it was radical.Comingto terms with
the presentand future is strictly a radicalnotion, and the New Deal's
preoccupationwas strictly with present and future. It used history to
reject the past.
HarvardUniversity.
60A relationshipcan perhaps be drawn here between the parts of the Turner
thesis each side accepted and their interpretationsof the causes of the Depression.
The New Dealers attributed the Depression to uniquely American causes, while
conservativesblamed it on internationalfactors.
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